Hydrogenation of nitroarenes into aromatic amines over Ag@BCN colloidal catalysts.
The present work reports that two-dimension layered ternary boron carbon nitrogen nanosheets can serve as good carriers to support and disperse noble metal nanoparticles. The Ag@BCN colloids have thus been prepared by attaching Ag nanoparticles on the surfaces of BCN nanosheets. The detailed structures of the Ag@BCN samples were investigated by X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscope, infrared, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. It is found that the surface NH groups of BCN nanosheets are beneficial for the attachment of Ag nanopaprticles. Compared with the conventional organic capping compounds, the two dimensional planar BCN nanosheets endow the attached nanoparticle with the high active surfaces. Moreover, the hydrogenation of nitroarenes into the corresponding aromatic amines can be highly achieved over Ag@BCN colloids by NaBH4. In particular, the apparent activation energy of the conversion reaction of p-nitroaniline to p-phenylenediamine was found to be 76.0kJ/mol over the Ag@BCN colloids with 3wt% Ag content. Our results may provide a new approach for the design noble metal based composites and find the practical application for the hydrogenation of nitroarenes.